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The American air carriers have been recovering from the critical influence during the 
financial crisis, however, still challenged by operating environment changes including 
a vibrate merge influence, changes in the global industrial situation and 
continuousincrease of operating expense. Delta Air Lines and Southwest Airlines, the 
two largest air companies in the U.S., have realized remarkable performance 
underneath the above external situation. With distinct historical routes and operating 
strategies, the two companies have appeared with more convergence with respect of 
expansion through merges, cost control as the strategic emphasis, and the 
reinforcement of their current market share in the covered flight network, which 
makes the conventional gap between Traditional Airlines and Low-Cost Airlines 
narrowed, and even more critical competition within the industry has been reflected. 
 
The thesis provides a financial statement analysis (FSA) for the financial performance 
of the two above companies with the application of Harvard’s Framework for FSA, 
Ratio Analysis Approach for their performance in aspects of debt-paying, operation, 
and profitability, etc., as well as DuPont Analysis to analyze the companies’ critical 
financial analysis index and overall financial strategies. The thesis consists of six 
separate chapters.  
 
Through the comparative analysis a relatively objective evaluation is made to 
conclude that Delta Air Lines has performed more efficient in the period than 















similarity between Traditional Airlines and Low-Cost Airlines in the respect of 
financial data and index. The thesis is subject to provide the investors with a full 
understanding of the financial performance of the two companies, in the other hand, 
the thesis is expecting its referential significance being recognized. 
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普（Ke Leisha. Pali Pu）分析框架（1998）、克莱德斯蒂克尼（Klyde P. Stickney）











































常用的战略分析工具包括：SWOT 分析、BCG 矩阵、GE 矩阵、产品-市场
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